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PR - PUBLICATIONS IN THE TAJIK
MEDIA: TO MAKE SOME EXTRA CASH

Gulchekhra Mansurova, reporter, Tajikistan

From time to time and without indication, the Tajik media
carry public relations promotions. These offer more wages for
journalists,  extra revenue for the media and idle talk for the
readership.

It is not infrequently that the
Tajik media run promotional ma-
terials thinly disguised as news
items. Some Tajik newspapers car-
ry public relations features with-
out advising readers of the fact.
Analysis of publications in Asia
Plus, Vecherny Dushanbe, Digest
Press, Tojikiston, Sadoi Mardum,
Jumkhuriat, Barodnaya Gazeta
and some others, showed that even
largely commercial  articles  did
not come marked as “Public Re-
lations” or “advertisement”. I even
ran into a quite comical situation
in one of Dushanbe-based
independent papers. When I asked
a journalist whether he ever wrote
publicity stories he said, «I surely
will if they ask me to…» I finally
explained that I was asking not out
of idle curiosity but rather was
gathering material for a publica-
tion. When I asked him precisely
what kind of items they  were and
how the fees charged were dis-
tributed he asked in return, “Paid
items? Do you mean to say they
pay me? No, I don’t write stuff
like that.”

THE ROLE OF PUBLICITY
Vecherny Dushanbe’s editor-

in-chief Saidali Siddikov said
straight away that his journalists
did write promotional items, “It’s
quite a natural practice as we
operate on commercial principles
and raise some cash from these
publications.” However, the reve-

nues from public relations items
are insignificant as “every such
publication brings the newspaper
a meager 10% to 15%, while the
rest goes into the journalist’s wage.
Journalists are supposed to look
for customers on their own. You
have to encourage them like this,
they are very low-paid,” says Ak-
bar Sattorov, head of the Charkhi
Gardun publishing concern incor-
porating Vecherny Dushanbe.

When asked whether Charkhi
Gardun’s newspapers indicated
public relations stories, Sattorov
admitted that they didn’t. Although,
he said, “for a few years now our
Soros Foundation has budgeted
journalists’ individual projects deal-
ing with Tajikistan’s medicine, pov-
erty, energy, etc. These publica-
tions have been marked as the
foundation’s sponsorships.  Bobo-
jon Abduvakhidov, editor-in-chief
of parliament’s organ Sadoi Mar-
dum, and Vladimir Vorobyov, edi-
tor-in-chief of governmental Nar-
odnaya Gazeta, were asked the
same question.Bobojon Abduva-
khidov said: “We don’t engage in
promotional business because we
are an official news organization.
What we do is prepare special fea-
tures focusing on the economy,
history and present-day life of one
region or another on the eve of the
region’s jubilee, all in agreement
with the regional administration.
The sum to be charged is normal-
ly fixed in the beginning and then

goes to the newspaper’s budget.”
Vladimir Vorobyov said: “We

do but, unfortunately, not as fre-
quently as we’d like to. These are,
in fact, our revenues, scanty
though they are. In agreement with
OSCE, a year or so ago we pub-
lished a series of special reports
covering OSCE activities in Tajiki-
stan and, indeed, we marked those
publications as “paid-
for”contributions. Regrettably,
international organizations are not
too willing to cooperate with us.
Even provincial branches of those
organizations do not come up with
such offers as they make to, say,
Sadoi Mardum because we are a
Russian-language paper.” He
adds, “The only foreign
organization interested in maintain-
ing contact with us is the embassy
of the People’s Republic of China,
which has donated a computer and
a printer to us.” In this context, I
am not at all certain whether the
term public relations would be the
correct description of a series of
reports on China carried in Nar-
odnaya Gazeta’s recent issues.A
journalist from Minbari Khalk, an
organ of the People’s Democratic
Party of Tajikistan, who asked not
to be named said, “Partisan and
governmental papers normally
shun running publicity stories as
thry allegedly distract them from
doing their primary business -
which is exerting ideological influ-
ence on the reader and, secondly,
avoiding control by the customer.”

DULL WORK FOR MONEY
In fact, how do the journalists

themselves treat promotional sto-
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ries? A reporter from an indepen-
dent newspaper, who also asked
to remain anonymous, said that
“writing PR stories is a dull busi-
ness. It is has nothing to do with
creative endeavor. You put every-
thing down in the way best suited
to the customer. Then you have to
get the draft approved by the cus-
tomer, put up with his every whim
- because the customer always
wants to be portrayed in the most
favorable light. But when you are
pushed for money you take up the
job.”Another reporter admits, “I
have prepared a half-page com-
mercial story about a local NGO’s
project and received a quarter of
what the NGO had paid to the
newspaper, which is not bad at all
considering these stories are diffi-
cult to write, they are too special.
They are not interesting for the
general public and are published
only for the customer to be able to
report his or her activities to the
donor. I tried to take a more imag-
inative approach but, all the same,
the story turned out to be very dry.
I took up the job only for the sake
of money.”

Many PR items centering on
NGOs confine themselves with just
reprinting their reports and
initiatives. NGO budgets normally
have PR campaign funds.
Moreover, there are workshops
held to instruct NGO staff how to
attract the media to cover NGO
activities, how to maintain contacts
with them, escape troubles and
misunderstanding, and where to
use display ads.Practice shows,
though, that such lessons do not
benefit everyone. For example,
one of the NGOs in November
2001 was conducting a campaign
targeting discrimination against

women via Kuryer Tajikistana
paper. After announcing the
NGO’s campaign the paper simply
reprinted a government statement,
or rather a section, called
“Prevention of Violence Against
Women”. That was all the
journalists did in a campaign
ostensibly addressing the sensitive
social problem of abuse of women.

THE READERS’OPINIONS
Apart from NGOs there are

also business people, banks and  in-
ternational organizations that ask
to publish stories covering their
own activities. What do readers
think about such promotional pub-
lications? Do they read them? The
following is what various people
think about this.Saodat Pirakova,
economist and resident in Dush-
anbe, said that she associates the
term “commercial publication”
with stories about Tajik beauties by
Juma Kuddus from Digest Press:
“All stories are based on the same
plot and are anything but inventive.
Sometimes, I feel pity for him.
That’s how he has to earn his live-
lihood.”

Saidjon Egamov, also resident
in Dushanbe, admits that if these
deal with banking business or
contain any other useful economic
data he eagerly reads PR
publications. “Take, for one, Asia
Plus’s series of publications on
leasing. I don’t know if they were
PR stories or not, they were
interesting to read. I pick up a lot
of interesting things about my
profession from such items.”A
four-year student at the Russian-
Tajik Slavic University, journalism
department, who asked not to be
identified said, “I don’t understand
whose mind it might cross to pay

our newspapers for public relations
publications. What we have is not
newspapers but rather caricatures.
Personally, I would be ashamed to
appear in these. Just look at their
typographic quality, to say nothing
of the content. They are just
monstrous”.

As regards readership’s
demand for promotional items
Charkhi Gardun’s director Akbar
Sattoriv is convinced that “it is
journalist’s ingenuity, innovative
approach to the subject, ability to
reveal the hero’s character and get
the reader interested that are of
paramount importance.”Currently,
the Tajik media tends to publish
stories about the law-enforcement
structures’ chiefs and other
government top officials. Clearly,
mass media get no payment for
such publications. It looks like the
media, by doing so, is trying to win
agreeable attitude from those
structures. For example, almost all
newspapers wrote about the
newly appointed Transport Public
Prosecutor, K.Mukhabbatov.
A.Sattorov says the person, his
program of action and ability to
improve things evoke universal
interest in his personality today.

That explains the abundance of
publications focusing on him in
spite of the fact that he doesn’t pay
for these stories.In general, though,
the blitz-poll showed that it is not
that easy to cheat readers by
disguising public relations stories
as news items. The journalists, in
turn, should learn to produce more
professionally written publications
so that readers have more
interesting material in front of them
rather than pitying the journalists
who view such stories as nothing
but cherry-pie.


